INNOVATIVE LUXURY SHOWER CUBICLES
Saint-Gobain, a world leader in the habitat and construction markets, designs, manufactures and distributes high-performance building materials across the world. Saint-Gobain in India is all set to revolutionise interior spaces and expand the canvas of glass and its applications with the new Saint-Gobain Inspire, a stunning range of interior glass and solutions.

INNOVATIVE LUXURY SHOWER CUBICLES

When you feel a powerful yet soothing caress of water cascading down your body, elevating your spirits to refresh and rejuvenate you, you’re living one of life’s greatest pleasures: a luxury shower.

And what better way to indulge in this uplifting experience than being ensconced in a fine range of exclusive shower cubicles.
GLASS
Glass is an important aspect of shower cubicles, especially glass with the right thickness. Only truly thick glass can vouch for a watertight shower cubicle.

Saint-Gobain, backed by a legacy of 350 years of glass-making, combines quality and precision to bring to you the right glass in the right thickness, a stunning range of shower cubicles.

Every glass used in this range comes with a Tru-Thik promise, making this range of shower cubicles solid and leakproof.

FIXTURES
This bouquet of cubicles brings to you perfect fixtures that are curated and designed to provide an unparalleled user experience.

Complementing the diverse collection of enclosures are the wide range of chrome-plated brass hinges, that add aesthetic value, all the while ensuring safety.

INSTALLATION
Every shower cubicle from this striking collection is expertly installed by trained professionals, ensuring strict adherence to safety standards.

RANGE
Explore a stellar range of customised shower cubicles, that meet every design need.

The FRESH Series
The PURE Series
The REFLECT Series
The DESIGN Series
The TONE Series

PROCESS
This magnificent range of shower cubicles is manufactured and tested by experts who ensure stringent quality tests to deliver safety performance.

Glass used in this range of shower cubicles is subject to the Heat-Soak Test, and is verified to stand extreme heat and moisture conditions.

LAYOUTS
These shower enclosures offer an extensive range of glass and fitments that, combined together, create over 200 possibilities, suitable for any space, any size.
SAINT-GOBAIN
RANGE OF SHOWER CUBICLES
Discover the timeless pleasure of a luxury bath with FRESH, an elegant range of shower cubicles that offer matchless permanence. Classy and spotless, these are crafted to evoke the feeling of your first shower - always. An ever-sheen feature (non-corrosive) adds to their beauty, making the bathing experience a highly pleasurable one.

The FRESH Series

With SGG TIMELESS™

Discover the timeless pleasure of a luxury bath with FRESH, an elegant range of shower cubicles that offer matchless permanence. Classy and spotless, these are crafted to evoke the feeling of your first shower - always. An ever-sheen feature (non-corrosive) adds to their beauty, making the bathing experience a highly pleasurable one.

Why FRESH?

- No water stains
- Corrosion-resistant
- Easy to clean
- Highly durable, temperable & scratchproof
- Reduced deposits
- High transparency
- Reduced condensation

Available in 8 mm
Elevate the pleasure of the bathing experience with PURE, extra clear glass shower cubicles that redefine transparency and offer matchless clarity. Designed to enhance spaciousness, this stunning range makes bathroom spaces seem virtually seamless.

Why PURE?

- Extra clear glass that offers superior clarity
- Lends a feeling of seamlessness in spaces
- Highly durable, temperable & scratchproof
The REFLECT Series

With ssg MIRASTAR™

Create a beautiful bathing haven, with REFLECT. Owing to a special mirror finish, this unique one-way vision shower cubicle enhances visual depth and openness of bathroom spaces, making them appear larger.

Why REFLECT?

- Corrosion-resistant, making the panel last long
- High reflectivity with brilliant clarity
- Imparts a feeling of spaciousness
- Highly durable, temperable & scratchproof

Available in 8 mm
The DESIGN Series

With SGG MASTER LIGNE™

Usher in artistic expression to a bathroom with DESIGN, a range of clear and patterned glass shower cubicles. The thoughtful design allows ample daylight into the bathing area ensuring privacy and brightness at the same time.

Why DESIGN?

- Translucent finish
- Precise geometric patterns
- Privacy and light
- Highly durable, temperable & scratchproof

Available in 8 mm
The TONE Series

With sgg PARSOL™

Allow in a dash of colour to the bathing arena with TONE, an exclusive range of tinted glass shower cubicles. Consistent panel colour and world-class aesthetics match up to themes of any interiors, elevating a bath zone to a rejuvenation space.

Why TONE ?

- Aesthetics to match with the interior theme
- Privacy
- Highly durable, temperable & scratchproof

Available in 8 mm
CREATE OVER 200+ designs WITH A VARIETY OF FITMENTS.

Type: Open

One Door
One Door & One Fixed Panel
One Door & Two Fixed Panels
One Door & One Fixed Panel (L Shape)
One Door & Two Fixed Panels (L Shape)
One Door & Two Fixed Panels (Pentagonal Shape)
One Door (Glass Side) & Two Fixed Panels (L Shaped)

Type: Sliding

Sliding Door
Two Doors & Two Fixed Panels (L Shape)
One Door & Two Fixed Panels (L Shape)
Chic Accessories & Fittings
For a robust fit, design a perfect enclosure best suited for your requirement, with our exclusively curated range of brass fittings and accessories.

Fittings
These brass fittings ensure an optimum chrome plating (reduced/excess plating results in low durability) without compromising on aesthetics and durability. The select range of fittings undergo a rigorous and stringent quality testing to withstand tropical weather conditions (humidity, water quality, etc.). These fittings conform to:
• BS7352 standards of performance.
• ASTM B117 standards of corrosion resistance.
The Saint-Gobain range of Shower Cubicles conform to EN14228 European standards.

Fittings Features

Variety
These fittings are available in a wide range of configurations to suit:
3 Sliding-Door options.
7 Open-Door options.

Functionality
Self-closing hinges are designed to make open door configurations convenient to use. Sliding door options are best suitable for bathrooms with space constraint.

Noise-Free
No creaky sound while opening/closing or sliding doors.

Corrosion-Free
These premium fittings and fixtures, made from brass, are corrosion-resistant.

Quality Plating
With a specialised chrome plating, these fittings showcase high reflectivity and unmatched aesthetics.

Vibration-Free
These fittings complement the opening/closing/sliding mechanism of doors, making them vibration-free.

Accessories features

Quality
The seals are made of acrylic to provide flexibility during use and are as transparent as glass.

No Leakage
The seals between glass panels eliminate water leakage.
Type: Open

Presenting specially curated fixtures for cubicle doors from a wide selection.
An ensemble of fittings

- WALL TO GLASS HINGE 90°
- WALL TO GLASS BRACKET
- DOOR KNOB
- FLOOR TO GLASS BRACKET
- GLASS TO GLASS BRACKET 90°
- TOWEL ROD WITH HANDLE
- ROD TO GLASS CLAMP
- ADJUSTABLE CONNECTOR
- WALL TO ROD CONNECTOR
- GLASS TO GLASS HINGE 90°
- GLASS TO GLASS HINGE 180°
- THREE-WAY HINGE